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is a bona fide occupational qualification for that job. Accordingly, employment practices are unlawful which arbitrarily classify jobs so that:
(1) A female is prohibited from applying for a job labeled ‘‘male,’’ or for a
job in a ‘‘male’’ line of progression; and
vice versa.
(2) A male scheduled for layoff is prohibited from displacing a less senior female on a ‘‘female’’ seniority list; and
vice versa.
(b) A Seniority system or line of progression which distinguishes between
‘‘light’’ and ‘‘heavy’’ jobs constitutes
an unlawful employment practice if it
operates as a disguised form of classification by sex, or creates unreasonable
obstacles to the advancement by members of either sex into jobs which members of that sex would reasonably be
expected to perform.
§ 1604.4 Discrimination against married women.
(a) The Commission has determined
that an employer’s rule which forbids
or restricts the employment of married
women and which is not applicable to
married men is a discrimination based
on sex prohibited by title VII of the
Civil Rights Act. It does not seem to us
relevant that the rule is not directed
against all females, but only against
married females, for so long as sex is a
factor in the application of the rule,
such application involves a discrimination based on sex.
(b) It may be that under certain circumstances, such a rule could be justified within the meaning of section
703(e)(1) of title VII. We express no
opinion on this question at this time
except to point out that sex as a bona
fide occupational qualification must be
justified in terms of the peculiar requirements of the particular job and
not on the basis of a general principle
such as the desirability of spreading
work.
§ 1604.5 Job opportunities advertising.
It is a violation of title VII for a
help-wanted advertisement to indicate
a preference, limitation, specification,
or discrimination based on sex unless
sex is a bona fide occupational qualification for the particular job involved.
The placement of an advertisement in

columns classified by publishers on the
basis of sex, such as columns headed
‘‘Male’’ or ‘‘Female,’’ will be considered an expression of a preference, limitation, specification, or discrimination based on sex.
§ 1604.6 Employment agencies.
(a) Section 703(b) of the Civil Rights
Act specifically states that it shall be
unlawful for an employment agency to
discriminate against any individual because of sex. The Commission has determined that private employment
agencies which deal exclusively with
one sex are engaged in an unlawful employment practice, except to the extent
that such agencies limit their services
to furnishing employees for particular
jobs for which sex is a bona fide occupational qualification.
(b) An employment agency that receives a job order containing an unlawful sex specification will share responsibility with the employer placing the
job order if the agency fills the order
knowing that the sex specification is
not based upon a bona fide occupational qualification. However, an employment agency will not be deemed to
be in violation of the law, regardless of
the determination as to the employer,
if the agency does not have reason to
believe that the employer’s claim of
bona fide occupations qualification is
without substance and the agency
makes and maintains a written record
available to the Commission of each
such job order. Such record shall include the name of the employer, the
description of the job and the basis for
the employer’s claim of bona fide occupational qualification.
(c) It is the responsibility of employment agencies to keep informed of
opinions and decisions of the Commission on sex discrimination.
§ 1604.7 Pre-employment inquiries as
to sex.
A pre-employment inquiry may ask
‘‘Male........., Female.........’’; or ‘‘Mr.
Mrs. Miss,’’ provided that the inquiry
is made in good faith for a nondiscriminatory purpose. Any pre-employment
inquiry in connection with prospective
employment which expresses directly
or indirectly any limitation, specification, or discrimination as to sex shall
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Equal Employment Opportunity Comm.
be unlawful unless based upon a bona
fide occupational qualification.
§ 1604.8 Relationship of title VII to the
Equal Pay Act.
(a) The employee coverage of the prohibitions against discrimination based
on sex contained in title VII is coextensive with that of the other prohibitions
contained in title VII and is not limited by section 703(h) to those employees covered by the Fair Labor Standards Act.
(b) By virtue of section 703(h), a defense based on the Equal Pay Act may
be raised in a proceeding under title
VII.
(c) Where such a defense is raised the
Commission will give appropriate consideration to the interpretations of the
Administrator, Wage and Hour Division, Department of Labor, but will not
be bound thereby.
§ 1604.9 Fringe benefits.
(a) ‘‘Fringe benefits,’’ as used herein,
includes medical, hospital, accident,
life insurance and retirement benefits;
profit-sharing and bonus plans; leave;
and other terms, conditions, and privileges of employment.
(b) It shall be an unlawful employment practice for an employer to discriminate between men and women
with regard to fringe benefits.
(c) Where an employer conditions
benefits available to employees and
their spouses and families on whether
the employee is the ‘‘head of the household’’ or ‘‘principal wage earner’’ in the
family unit, the benefits tend to be
available only to male employees and
their families. Due to the fact that
such conditioning discriminatorily affects the rights of women employees,
and that ‘‘head of household’’ or ‘‘principal wage earner’’ status bears no relationship to job performance, benefits
which are so conditioned will be found
a prima facie violation of the prohibitions against sex discrimination contained in the act.
(d) It shall be an unlawful employment practice for an employer to make
available benefits for the wives and
families of male employees where the
same benefits are not made available
for the husbands and families of female
employees; or to make available bene-

§ 1604.10
fits for the wives of male employees
which are not made available for female employees; or to make available
benefits to the husbands of female employees which are not made available
for male employees. An example of
such an unlawful employment practice
is a situation in which wives of male
employees receive maternity benefits
while female employees receive no such
benefits.
(e) It shall not be a defense under
title VIII to a charge of sex discrimination in benefits that the cost of such
benefits is greater with respect to one
sex than the other.
(f) It shall be an unlawful employment practice for an employer to have
a pension or retirement plan which establishes different optional or compulsory retirement ages based on sex, or
which differentiates in benefits on the
basis of sex. A statement of the General Counsel of September 13, 1968, providing for a phasing out of differentials
with regard to optional retirement age
for certain incumbent employees is
hereby withdrawn.
§ 1604.10 Employment policies relating
to pregnancy and childbirth.
(a) A written or unwritten employment policy or practice which excludes
from employment applicants or employees because of pregnancy, childbirth or related medical conditions is
in prima facie violation of title VII.
(b) Disabilities caused or contributed
to by pregnancy, childbirth, or related
medical conditions, for all job-related
purposes, shall be treated the same as
disabilities caused or contributed to by
other medical conditions, under any
health or disability insurance or sick
leave plan available in connection with
employment. Written or unwritten employment policies and practices involving matters such as the commencement and duration of leave, the availability of extensions, the accrual of seniority and other benefits and privileges, reinstatement, and payment
under any health or disability insurance or sick leave plan, formal or informal, shall be applied to disability
due to pregnancy, childbirth or related
medical conditions on the same terms
and conditions as they are applied to
other disabilities. Health insurance
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